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1. 
Motivation 
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Democracy 
in peril?  
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Finding good socio-cultural-political systems is a wicked problem.
Democracy is not doing well. A fair question: should democracy be saved?

Participatory Democracy – broad participation of constituents in decision-
making – these days also based on the use of digital technologies (Digital 
democracy) 

Representative Democracy – indirect one, where citizens choose others to 
represent them  

Direct Democracy – so called pure democracy like in ancient Athens (no longer 
practiced) where all citizens are invited to participate in all decisions 

Parliamentary Democracy – citizens elect representatives to a legislative 
parliament to make laws for the country. 

Democracy is a system of government in which laws, policies, leadership, and 
major undertakings of a state are directly or indirectly decided by the people 
(A. Lincoln) 
 From Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) 2023 



The core values 
While the answer is not obvious, cultivationg values associated 
with democratic decission-making is relevant. Those include:
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•  Individual freedoms (including not to participate, e.g., voting) 
•  Participation
•  Importance of collective decision-making
•  Human rights
•  Equality 
•  Tolerance 
•  Pluralism
•  Transparency
•  Accountability
•  Trust
•  Peaceful conflict resolution…



“	 Among the panoply of questions  
concerning technology that escape  
attention, perhaps the most important  
one involves how technology bears on 
democracy 
 

(Sclove, 1995, p. 8)  
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Resolve 
Can tech help? 
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This is an interesting subject at the intersection of Technology, Participatory  
(Digital) Democracy and Participatory Design  



“	 The degradation of labor,  
education, and environment is  
rooted not in technology per se  
but in antidemocratic values that govern 
technological development  
 

(Feenberg, 2002, p. 3)  
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2. 
Background (previous research)  
Technology, design, and democracy intersections 
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Participatory Democracy and 
Participatory Technology Design 
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Democratic 
Tech Design 

Processes/PD 

Democratic tech 
usage / 

engagement

Democratic 
values 

embedded in 
technology

Good or bad? 
It can be both! 



Previous work 
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Richly covers research on relationship between 
Democracy and Technology (e.g., Micheals, Sclove, Feenberg) 
 
Participatory (technology) Design (PD) outlines a relationship between technology  
design – in the beginning, rooted in politics and a part of the Nordic model,  
multi-party parliamentary democracy – and democracy. 
 
Some of the significant contributors: Ehn, Bødker, Kyng, DiSalvo, Bratteteig, Sgueo  
and many others … 
 
 
 
 



Inspirational existing (platform) designs: 
vTaiwan  and Decide Madrid 

vTaiwan supports participatory 
democracy by: 
▪  transparency and accountability (open 

discussions and decisions)  

▪  crowd-sourcing (citizens contribute 
ideas and give feedback on specific 
policy issues –these are used to inform 
government’s decision-making)  

▪  moderating (ensuring that discussions 
on the platform are respectful and 
constructive) 

▪  decision-making by consensus (aiming 
to find common ground among 
stakeholders) 

▪  implementation (commitment to 
implement decisions made).  

Decide Madrid supports 
transparency, accountability, and 
collective decision-making by: 
▪  debating (discussing concerns, views, 

and ideas)  

▪  proposing (citizens can make various 
proposals of relevance to Madrid) 

▪  polling (carried out when a proposal 
receives support from 1 per cent of 
residents, or when council wants 
citizens to decide on an issue) 

▪  engaging citizens in processes  

▪  engaging citizens in participatory 
budgeting. 
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The intent: 
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TO EXPLORE THE DESIGN FOR DEMOCRACY  
from the grassroots level, focusing on supporting democratic values, engagement, and 
participation in the design of technology for democracy – with larger issues and longer time 
perspectives in mind. 
 
The latter – inspiration from transition design and the framework suggested by Irwin, 
Tonkinwise, Kossoff, Scupelli (2015)  



3.
Methodology and Methods
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Methodology 
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Teaching-based research, two different project-based courses – RtD and TD 



Methods 
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1) The method toolbox encompassed, among others: 
 
•  Diverse mapping techniques (e.g., Giga mapping (Sevaldson, 2011),  
Winterhouse Institute’s Social Pathways, stakeholder relations mapping).  
•  Visioning and futuring methods (e.g., speculative scenarios, prototypes, The Thing from the Future,  
Cover Story, experiential futures, forecasting, foresight (The future is Ours), The Futures Wheel,  
imaginaries, backcasting, dark matter (Lockton & Candy, 2018)).  
•  Theatre and movement-based methods (e.g., bodystorming, roleplaying, stage-setting). 
•  Methods to support participatory decision-making (dialogue, debate, consensus, voting). 
•  Methods to support understanding and creating theories of change (e.g., Nesta – create a theory 
 of change, Max Neef theory of needs visual tools, social practice theory toolkit). 
•  Diverse card sets for ideation and inspiration (e.g., The Beautiful Trouble, New Metaphors),  
self-reflection, mindset (e.g., With/Out modernity), impact assessment (e.g., Tarot Cards of Tech),  
methods to work with theories of change (e.g., behavioural economics cards), articulating visions  
(Narata storytelling cards), ethics (Maslow Mirrored). 



Methods 
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2) The plurishop workshop method (RSD 23 paper with Junge, Stevens, and Gaver) 
 featuring multiple teams working on multiple inquiries 
 
Pre-plurishop (characteristic for this workshop format) is used toward:  
Gaining Familiarity with the design domain and the methodological approach. 
Finding Provisional Entry Points through participatory visioning and systemic design methods 
Learning and Adopting a Method  
 
Plurishop (integration and synthesis) 
Integrates different perspectives gained through multiple inquiries and entry points 
Synthesizes the prototypes and ideas discussed for each direction 
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Examples from  
the courses 
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Inclusion 
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What did we learn about technology for 
democracy, from grassroots? 
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•  The insights gained from plurishops were instrumental in shaping qualitatively different designs. 
•  Conflicts or frictions can be used to address the problem sucessfully 
•  Creating proto-practices supporting more democratic decision-making is important – it also includes 
educating the participants or providing the right tools for the work  
•  A gap in participatory technology representation was identified and the subsequent focus on  
democratic technology development demonstrated that access to co-developing technology is  
still a barrier (even for our students) – pointing to the importance of the concept of  
technological imagination and competence. 
•  Cultural institutions can have a significant role in supporting participatory democracy and its values 
This finding is the result of 4 projects whose outcome were public space installations fostering dialogue 
•  Finally, the inclusion of ChatGPT in the spring( in TD 2023 course) has really boosted the  
outcomes of the projects, as students expanded their domain knowledge significantly (forthcomming) 
 
 



Discusion 
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The explorations presented in this paper aimed to develop a better understanding of  
how participatory (often within social sustainability) visions and initiatives are shaped  
to empower and move local communities toward a more desirable, democratic, and inclusive society.  



The main result – a method:  
Participatory Transition Design 
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Conclusion 
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Participatory transition design seems to be well 
supported by systemic design methods and plurishops 
in particular. 
 
The lessons learned from this work point to the 
importance of participatory transition design to adopt 
some of the characteristics discussed concerning digital 
democracies – transparency, accountability, prevention 
of negative consequences for citizens, and decision-
making by consensus through, for example, polling, 
voting, or debate – they might support responsible 
design for rebuilding trust in participatory democracy.  



Thanks!!
Any questions?
You can also find me at almira@uio.no

Special thanks to all the people who made and released this presentation template for free  SlidesCarnival
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